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Abstract-Video streaming using hierarchical cache servers 
is effective to provide high quality services to many users. 
However, less-accessed videos tend to be sparsely cached on cache 
servers far from users. Streaming qualities are degraded due 
to relatively high packet loss rate and long delay. In order to 
address the issues on heavy and bursty packet loss over such long 
distance transmission, we have focused on recovery characteristic 
of a multi-server Forward Error Correction (FEC) function 
named "Inter-Stream FEC." In this paper, we propose a high 
quality streaming system exploiting hierarchical cache servers. 
The proposed system improves users' experience by adaptively 
applying Inter-Stream FEe. We also propose a parity data 
request method combines with parity server selection considering 
cache status of individual server and disjointness between paths. 
Simulation results show the proposed system can achieve higher 
restoration performance compared with a streaming system using 
traditional FEC, particularly when bursty loss occurs. 

Index Terms-Forward Error Correction, Inter-Stream FEC, 
Hierarchical cache servers, Path diversity 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, video streaming services have become 
popular and major applications in the Internet. The video 
streaming has some characteristics such as high bit rate and 
delay restriction. In order to improve Quality of Service (QoS) 
and Quality of Experience (QoE), video streaming distribution 
systems need to consider its characteristics. One of effective 
approaches for such video streaming services is to cache 
content on multiple cache servers, such as Content Delivery 
Network (CDN) [1] and IPTV [2]. In general, cache servers 
are organized into hierarchical structure [3], [4], [5]. In such 
structure, more popular content is inherently cached on cache 
servers closer to users. Therefore, the cache servers close to 
users can deal with many requests for popular content. On 
the other hand, less-popular content tends to be only sparsely 
cached on distant servers. The cache servers far from users 
must deal with such users' requests. 

Even if cache servers are applied, packet loss could 
cause significant degradation of video qualities, especially, 
on streams delivered from distant servers. Therefore, recovery 
of lost data is necessary to alleviate the quality degradation. 
Various methods have been studied to recover the lost data, 
such as Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) [6], Forward Error 
Correction (FEC) [7] and hybrid of them [8). However, since 
these recovery methods generally send data for recovery 
through the same path with the original data, the data for 

recovery often suffers from packet loss, especially when many 
packets are bursty lost. 

For this problem, we have proposed a FEC approach lever
aging multiple servers, named "Inter-Stream FEC" [9], [lO). 
While the conventional FEC, called "intra-stream FEC" in 
this paper, makes parity packets from individual stream and 
appends them to the stream, Inter-Stream FEC makes a parity 
stream using data of N streams transmitted originally from 
multiple servers. This method can recover bursty lost packets 
of one stream as long as all the other N streams, including the 
parity stream, are correctly received. The recovery characteris
tic of Inter-Stream FEC is considered to be suitable for heavy 
and bursty packet loss over long distance transmission. How
ever, the previous work focused on the effective FEC algorithm 
and did not consider the characteristics of distribution system, 
such as cache server hierarchy and path disjointness. In order 
to maximize the performance, Inter-stream FEC should be 
adaptively applied based on the condition of the distribution 
systems. 

In this paper, we propose an adaptive streaming system 
exploiting hierarchical cache servers which enables to provide 
high quality services based on Inter-Stream FEC function. Our 
goal is to provide high quality services to more users without 
significant increase of redundancy. For this goal, firstly, the 
proposed system adaptively applies Inter-Stream FEC to video 
streams which should be strongly protected. Secondly, in order 
to further improve the recovery capability and redundancy, we 
propose a parity data request method combined with parity 
server selection considering cache status of individual server 
and disjointness between transmission paths. This method 
requests the minimum number of parity streams which suf
ficiently recover lost packets, from appropriate parity stream 
servers. The main contribution of this paper is to analyze 
the range of application of Inter-Stream FEC in a realistic 
environment, and to present a system design for high quality 
streaming services by establishing cache-and-topology aware 
parity data request method. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II introduces related works and the overview of the Inter
Stream FEe. Section III describes the proposed distribution 
system in detail. Section IV evaluates the performance of the 
proposed distribution system through computer simulations. 
Finally, Section V concludes this paper. 
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II. EXISTING RESTORATION ApPROACHES FOR QOE 
IMPROVEMENT 

A. Restoration exploiting Multi-path Transmission 

Many researchers have proposed reliable multimedia 
streaming schemes exploiting multi-path transmission in single 
source content distribution. The studies in [11], [12], [13] 
utilize FEC methods in order to recover lost packets. In [11], 
video packets are transmitted through multiple paths with 
FEC redundancy, which is assigned per path based on its 
characteristics. Tsai et al. utilize path diversity for dispersing 
bursty packet loss over different FEC blocks in order to 
improve FEC efficiency in [12]. This method decentralizes 
bursty packet loss by sending video packets in an interleaving 
manner across multiple paths. Zhang et al. propose a FEC 
method which is designed to maximize the estimated video 
quality in [13]. This method calculates FEC redundancy, video 
bitrate and a transmission schedule which can maximize video 
quality by solving an optimization problem. 

In contrast to multi-path transmission from single source in 
above studies, references [14] and [15] propose path diversity 
using multiple source nodes. Chakareski and Girod propose a 
rate-distortion optimization framework in the receiver-driven 
multi-server streaming system in [14]. In [15], Multiple De
scription Coding (MDC) is combined with path diversity 
in CDN. In MDC, video data are encoded into multiple 
descriptions. A receiver can play back at baseline quality if 
it receives one of descriptions. In the case that the receiver 
receives more descriptions, it can play back at higher quality. 
Path diversity is feasible in principle because descriptions 
through different paths show different loss patterns. Random 
network coding is the technique which inherently leverages 
both source diversity and path diversity [16]. In the random 
network coding, intermediate nodes on the multiple paths 
independently process the relayed packets. Each node encodes 
randomly selected incoming packets into an outgoing packet 
and sends the coded packets to the next nodes. Receivers can 
reconstruct the original packets if they can receive enough 
number of coded packets. This property is effective for im
proving loss resilience since the receivers have only to receive 
enough coded packets. In this method, the receivers do not 
have to concern packet loss rate per path. 

B. Overview of Inter-Stream FEe 
The above mentioned studies provide resilience against 

packet loss by properly processing each unicastlmulticast 
stream. On the other hand, those methods require complex 
calculation for individual stream to deal with fluctuations of 
network condition rapidly. Our previous proposed method, 
"Inter-Stream FEC," has a different concept of recovery [9]. 
Inter-Stream FEC improves the robustness against the change 
of local network condition by forming a protection group of 
streams, called "XOR group," and protecting packets inside 
the group from packet loss. The XOR group is strategically 
organized so that the recovery probability exceeds a certain 
threshold. This method makes parity packets by XOR op
erations of streams' data within the XOR group, instead of 
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Fig, 1. Illustration of encoding/decoding of Inter-Stream FEe. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the Inter-Stream FEe. The EEN recovers stream B 
with Inter-Stream FEC. Parity stream is encoded by an XOR server. 

adjusting redundancy per stream (Fig. 1 (a». This policy 
enables the parity packets to recover a heavily damaged stream 
with other well-conditioned streams (Fig. 1 (b). In particular, 
this policy effectively works when these streams are sent 
through fully disjoint paths. Moreover, the method can be 
implemented independently of other FEC methods which are 
processed per stream. 

Figure 2 illustrates the overview of Inter-Stream FEe. The 
system deploys the "Enhanced Edge Nodes (EENs)" and 
"XOR servers" in addition to streaming servers. An EEN is 
the edge node having user management and packet recovery 
functions. We assume that EENs are located nearby users 
(e.g., hotel or condominium apartment) by a content provider 
for improving video quality. A streaming server sends the 
requested content by UDP transmission. The corresponding 
client receives its data through the EEN. In addition, when 
some forwarded streams suffer from packet loss, the EEN 
requests an XOR server to send it a parity stream in order 
to recover the lost packets (see Fig. 2). Thus, this method 
leverages the path diversity derived from the multiple servers 
in a group. The EEN can recover lost packets as long as 
multiple streams do not simultaneously suffer from heavy 
packet loss. The details are described in [9]. 

III. HIGH QUALITY STREAMING SYSTEM WITH 

HIERARCHICAL CACHE SERVERS BASED ON 

INTER-STREAM FEC FUNCTION 

A. Motivation 

For providing high quality video streaming service to many 
users, it is effective to organize cache servers in a hierarchical 
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Fig. 3. The proposed hierarchical CDN system. 

manner. This structure enables a content provider to effi
ciently use server resources, localize video traffic and improve 
servers' response time. For the above advantage, this paper 
designs a streaming system on the basis of hierarchical cache 
servers. 

In streaming systems with hierarchical cache servers, more 
popular content is cached at servers nearer clients. This means 
that the popular content is delivered to clients with no or 
very few lost packets. Therefore, traditional intra-stream FEC 
can completely recover the packet loss in most cases for 
the popular content. On the other hand, less-popular content 
suffers from higher packet loss rate since such content tends 
to be delivered to clients from distant servers via many hops. 
Whereas the packet loss rate could exceed the recovery capa
bility of intra-stream FEC, Inter-Stream FEC can effectively 
recover these lost packets leveraging path diversity. Thus, in 
this paper, we propose to protect less-popular content with 
Inter-Stream FEe. 

A proper parity stream construction considering cache status 
of individual cache server is also necessary in order to improve 
the recovery capability. This is because a cache server does 
not cache all of less-popular contents due to limited cache 
capacity. That is, it is hard for EENs to find the cache server 
which has all the required contents to construct a parity stream 
(i.e., copies of member streams' videos within an XOR group). 
In other words, the simple XOR grouping (e.g., the previous 
approach in Ref. [9]) is insufficient to construct appropriate 
parity streams in the focused environment. 

B. Streaming System with Inter-Stream Function 

Figure 3 shows an overview of the proposed hierarchi
cal CDN system. The proposed system has two types of 
cache servers. First type of cache servers are named "higher
level surrogates." These servers aggregate the content requests 
which are located at the core network. Second type of cache 
servers are named "lower-level surrogates." These servers are 
located at edge network to enhance distribution performance 
for local users. Popular content (e.g., stream A) is inherently 
cached in lower-level surrogates. On the other hand, less
popular content (e.g., stream B) tends to be sparsely cached 
in higher-level surrogates. 

When a client requests a stream, the request message is 
transmitted to an EEN. First, the EEN asks nearby lower-level 

surrogates whether they have the requested content. In the 
case that some lower-level surrogates have the content, the 
EEN receives the content from the nearest (or least-loaded) 
surrogate among them and forwards it to the requesting client. 
Otherwise, the EEN asks the nearest lower-level surrogate to 
request the content from higher-level surrogates. When the 
lower-level surrogate receives video packets from a higher
level surrogate having the requested content, the lower-level 
surrogate caches video data within the packets and forwards 
the data to the client via the EEN. When no higher-level surro
gate has the requested content, the higher-level surrogate that 
is the nearest to the lower-level surrogate caches the streamed 
content from origin server and simultaneously forwards it. 

This paper mainly focuses on protection of less-popular 
content with Inter-Stream FEC as mentioned in Section III-A. 
In most cases, less-popular contents are cached at only higher
level surrogates, whereas popular contents are cached at the 
lower-level ones, to maximize total users' benefit (e.g. quick 
response) to their requests. Therefore, higher-level surrogates 
need the additional function of XOR servers for less-popular 
content distribution. This is also feasible from the perspective 
of transmission and/or CPU load of surrogates. Higher-level 
surrogates can afford making parity stream, since most of the 
requests from clients are accepted by lower-level surrogates. 

C. Issue of XOR Grouping 

In order to improve the recovery capability and the re
dundancy of parity stream, XOR group should be properly 
organized. We have proposed an optimum XOR grouping 
method in [9]. However, this optimum method cannot be 
directly used for rarely cached contents such as less-popular 
ones. This is why at least one surrogate must have all the 
copies of member streams' videos within an XOR group. 

Therefore, in XOR grouping for less-popular contents, an 
XOR group should be organized based on cache status of 
individual higher-level surrogate. In addition, in order to 
avoid degradation of recovery capability caused by loss of 
parity streams, an EEN has to appropriately select higher-level 
surrogates as XOR servers. Considering the close relationship 
between XOR server selection and XOR grouping, we propose 
a parity stream request method combined with XOR server 
selection. 

D. Parity Stream Request Method 

When an EEN observes that packet loss rates of some 
forwarding streams increase and these rates are likely to 
exceed the recovery capability of intra-stream FEC, the EEN 
decides to organize XOR groups based on the packet loss rates. 
In this paper, we suppose that the EEN decides to request 
parity streams when packet loss rates of some streams become 
higher than threshold Thplr. 

The proposed parity stream request method is composed of 
three phases; selection of XOR server candidates, selection 
of XOR group candidates, and parity stream request based 
on XOR server/XOR group candidates. In the first phase, the 
EEN makes a candidate list of higher-level surrogates which 
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TABLE I 
NOTATIONS IN THE PARITY STREAM R EQUEST METHOD. 

v = { Vp I 0 ::; p ::; P} Set of all video streams forwarded 

Vp 
plrp 
Rr = {vp E V I plrp > Thplr} 
S = {hs-i I 0 ::; i ::; I} 
hs-i 
X(r) �S 

Q(i) = {Q(i,q) 10::; q::; Q} 

Q(i,q)�V 
A 

to underlying clients by EEN 
Video stream (id p) of V 
Packet loss rate of stream vp 
Recovery target streams 
Set of all higher-level surrogates 
Higher-level surrogate (id i) of S 
Candidates for XOR servers 
with Rank r selected in Phase 1 
XOR group candidates of hs-i 
organized in Phase 2 
XOR group candidate (id q) of Q(i) 
Set of XOR groups selected 
as the solution in Phase 3 

should operate as XOR servers. These candidates are ranked 
into some classes based on expected possibility of packet loss. 
Ranking the candidates into some classes intends to make the 
following process fast and easy by localizing search space. 
In the second phase, the EEN selects candidates for XOR 
groups. As mentioned in Section III-C, it is difficult to organize 
the optimum XOR groups from less-popular contents. Hence, 
the proposed method takes the approach that organizes the 
semi-optimum XOR groups based on cache status of each 
higher-level surrogate. Finally, in the third phase, the EEN 
selects a minimum set of XOR groups that can include all 
recovery target streams based on the candidates selected in 
the previous phases. Then, the EEN sends request message 
for parity streams to the corresponding higher-level surrogates 
according to the selected XOR groups. 

In the following part, the process of each phase is described 
in detail. Table I shows the notations used in the following 
part. To help readers understand, we also show the relations 
between the elements of the proposed parity stream request 
method in Fig. 4. The rounded rectangle at the top of the 
figure represents XOR server candidates. Each XOR server 
candidate, represented by a rectangle, is classified based on 
its Rank. Each diamond at the center of the figure represents 
XOR group candidate. Each XOR group candidate is orga
nized based on the cache status of the XOR server candidate 
connected by the solid arrow. The member streams of an XOR 
group candidate are represented by circles at the bottom of 
the figure connected with it by dotted arrows. The solution set 
of XOR groups, which is a set of XOR groups covering all 
recovery targets, is highlighted in the figure. 

Phase 1: Selection of XOR Server Candidates 
In order to raise recovery capability of Inter-Stream FEC, 

it is desirable to select XOR servers which can send parity 
streams with low packet loss rates. In general, when trans
mission paths of two senders have no shared link, packet loss 
patterns of these paths are different from each other. Therefore, 
when video streams sent from a higher-level surrogate to 
an EEN suffer from packet loss, the EEN should select 
XOR servers whose transmission paths include no shared link 
with the degraded path. The distance from a sender to a 
receiver also affects packet loss rate. Thus, as the index of the 
possibility of packet loss, we assign "Rank" to each surrogate 

Candidates for XOR servers S (max Rank = 2) 
r---c---.. 

... @ 

Solution A = {Q(l, 0), Q(3, On 

Fig. 4. Relations between elements of the proposed request method. 
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Rank 1 hs-4 
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Rank 3 hs-3 

Candidate List for hs-5 

Rank Surrogate 
hs-3 

hs-4 

hs-1 

hs-2 

Fig. 5. Illustration of candidate list. An EEN has a candidate list for each 
higher-level surrogate hs-x. 

pair based on path disjointness and Round Trip Time (RTT)_ 
In the following, we focus on one EEN (EENk) and higher

level surrogates S. Let Path( i, k) be the path from hs-i to 
EENb and RTT(i, k) be the RTT of Path(i, k)_ We also 
define path disjointness of Path(j, k) against Path( i, k), 

DC
Ck»,i =I- j, as Eq_ (1)_ t,) 

nCk) = 1- # of shared links b/w Path( i, k) and Path(j, k) 
. Ct,) # of links included in Path(i, k) 

(1) 
This index means that Path(j, k) with larger Dc

Ck» is affected t,) 
with less probability from quality degradation of Path(i, k). 

Path disjointness DC
Ck» is calculated by the EENk. Shared t,) 

links are estimated by each EEN using traceroute in the same 
way as [l7]. The estimation is done in a cycle of one minute_ 
At this time, RTT is updated using the trace route messages. 

Under the above definition, higher-level surrogates are 
ranked into four classes based on the following conditions, 
when packet loss rate on Path(i, k) exceeds Thplr. 

Rank 1 D�:'�) > Thdisjoint and RTT(j, k) < ThRTT 

Rank 2 D(:'�) > Thdisjoint and RTT(j, k) ?: ThRTT 

Rank 3 D(:'�) :s; Thdisjoint and RTT(j, k) < ThRTT 

Rank 4 Dc:'�) :s; Thdisjoint and RTT(j, k) ?: ThRTT 

Higher-level surrogates within Rank 1 are expected to be 
able to send parity streams without packet loss_ Rank 4 has 
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the opposite characteristics. Therefore, the proposed method 
deals with higher-level surrogates within Rank 1 as primary 
candidates for XOR servers. After selecting Rank 1, Rank 2, 
3, 4 are selected in order. 

The values D(
(k)

) and RTT(j, k) can be calculated before 
',] 

the parity stream request process. In this paper, the proposed 
system makes a candidate list for individual higher-level 
surrogate in advance (See Fig. 5). Therefore, in Phase 1, the 
EEN has only to refer the candidate list for hs-i to select XOR 
server candidates. 

Phase 2: Selection of XOR Group Candidates 
In this phase, the EEN organizes the semi-optimum XOR 

groups based on cache status of each higher-level surrogate. 
Its policy is simple. This per-surrogate XOR grouping follows 
the XOR grouping method in [9]. This method organizes an 
XOR group so that the expected recovery probability of the 
recovery targets satisfies target quality. 

When recovery target stream vp E RT is a member of 
XOR group Q(j, q), the parity stream generated from Q(j, q) 
is expected to recover vp with probability prec(vp,Q(j,q)), 
which is calculated by Eq. (2). 

II 
(2) 

In Eq. (2), plrparity represents the expected packet loss rate of 
the parity stream generated from Q(j, q). Note that we assume 
plrparity = 0.0, however, plrparity could be estimated from 
current and/or past records of packet loss rate on Path(j, k). 

Equation (2) expresses the probability that both the parity 
stream and all the other streams except vp are correctly 
received. Using Eq. (2), the probability that vp is correctly 
received or recovered by the parity stream, pcar(vp,Q(j,q)), 
is shown in Eq. (3). 

pcar(vp, Q(j, q)) = (l-plrp)+plrpx prec(vp,Q(j,q)). (3) 

In order to improve efficiency, this method organizes XOR 
group Q(j, q) from the maximal number of video streams 
under the condition pcar ( vp, Q (j, q)) > (1 - T hplr) for all 
vp E Q(j, q). 
Phase 3: Request of Parity Streams 

In this phase, the EEN selects XOR groups to properly re
quest parity streams. The basic policy is to preferentially select 
XOR group candidates from among XOR server candidates 
within higher Rank. In addition to this policy, the EEN tries 
to select a minimum set of XOR groups. 

Figure 6 shows the pseudo code of the parity stream request 
method. The proposed method solves the minimum set of XOR 
groups in a greedy manner as shown in Algorithm 1. First, 
the EEN checks XOR group candidates among XOR server 
candidates with Rank 1, i.e., 1i = {Q(i) I hs-i E X(l)}. 
Next, the EEN selects the XOR group that includes the largest 
number of recovery targets from 1i. Then, the EEN adds the 
selected XOR group into the solution A and removes the 
included recovery targets from RT. When no candidate within 

Algorithm 1 Selection of minimum set of XOR groups 
Input: V,S 
Output: A 

1: Find hs-i E S from which packet loss rate of streams> ThpLR 
2: RT = {Vp E V I packet loss rate of vp > ThpLR} 
3: Calculate X(r), r = 0, 1,··· , max Rank from S / /Phase 1 
4: Calculate Q(j), j f i from V / /Phase 2 
5: / /Procedure in Phase 3 
6: A = ¢ / / Solution of parity stream request 
7: for r = 0 to max Rank do 
8: / /Pick up XOR group candidates based on surrogates' Rank 
9: 1{ = ¢ 

10: for all hs-j E X(r) do 
11: 1{ = 1{ U Q(j) 
12: end for 
13: while 1{ f ¢ do 
14: / / Add the XOR group candidate which can cover 

the most recovery targets into solu tion 
15: Select Q(j, q) which has max card(C), where C = Q(j, q) n R 
16: if card(C) == 0 then 
17: break / /Check the next Rank 
18: end if 
19: A = A U Q(j, q) 
20: 1{ = 1{ n ,Q(j, q) 
21: RT=RTn,C 
22: if RT == ¢ then 
23: return A 
24: end if 
25: end while 
26: end for 
27: if RT f ¢ then 
28: / /When some recovery targets are not covered, 

the EEN organizes them into XOR groups for origin server. 
29: Organize RT into Q(o, q), where 0 represents origin server 
30: A = A U Q(o), where Q(o) = {Q(o, q)} 
31: end if 
32: return A 

Algorithm 2 Request of parity streams 
Input: A 

1: for all Q(i, q) (or Q(o, q)) E A do 
2: Request hs-i (origin server) to send the parity stream 

encoded from Q(i, q) (Q(o, q)) 
3: end for 

Fig. 6. Procednre of parity stream request method. 

1i includes any recovery target within RT i= ¢, the EEN 
checks XOR group candidates among XOR server candidates 
with next Rank, i.e., 1i = {Q(i) I hs-i E X(2)}. Until all 
the recovery targets are included into XOR groups within 
the solution A, the EEN repeats the above process for each 
Rank in ascending order. When no XOR group includes some 
recovery targets, the EEN organizes the remained streams 
into new XOR groups of origin server, and adds them into 
the solution A. After the selection of XOR groups, the EEN 
requests the corresponding higher-level surrogates (or origin 
server) to send the parity streams based on the solution A as 
shown in Algorithm 2. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A. Simulation Model 

We evaluate the proposed system through computer simula
tions. In the simulations, we use USA topology with 28 nodes 
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Fig. 7. USA Topology. Fig. 8. Japan Topology. 

Average duration of Good state: t(G->B) sec. 

Average duration of Bad state: t(B->G) sec. 

Fig. 9. Packet loss model. 

and 45 links (Fig. 7), and Japan topology with 12 nodes and 
17 links (Fig. 8). In USA topology, an EEN can relatively 
easily compute XOR servers from which the EEN should 
request parity streams by the proposed request method. This is 
because many nodes are densely connected each other in USA 
topology. On the other hand, Japan topology consists of a few 
nodes which are sparsely connected. In such case, content is 
rarely cached in surrogates and a lot of transmission paths 
tend to share the same link. Hence, we use Japan topology 
as an environment where it is difficult for the EEN to find 
proper XOR servers. We focus on the protection for less
popular contents in the evaluations. Therefore, for simplicity, 
the simulations consider one EEN, higher-level surrogates and 
one origin server. The EEN and origin server are connected 
with randomly selected nodes. Higher-level surrogates are 
connected with each node respectively. Since an EEN is 
located nearby clients, packet loss rarely occurs between the 
EEN and its managing clients. Therefore, this model supposes 
the EEN as virtual client receiving multiple streams and does 
not take care of client terminals. Note that each stream is 
protected by intra-stream FEC with fixed redundancy. 

In each link of the topologies, packets are lost with different 
pattern. In this model, we generate bursty packet loss on each 
link according to the following two-state transition model (See 
Fig. 9). When a packet is transmitted in Good state, no packet 
is lost. On the contrary, in Bad state, packets are lost with a 
probability of l (0 :0::: l :0::: 1). The average duration of each state 
follows exponential distribution with mean tC---7B and tB---7C 

seconds, respectively. After this duration, this model transits 
to the opposite state. 

The common conditions are shown in Table II. Table III 
shows the default values of parameters in the evaluations. 

B. Numerical Results 

Under the above environment, we evaluate the pro
posed system in comparison with the system using con
ventional intra-stream FEC (Compared system). We as-

TABLE II 
COMMON CONDITIONS. 

name 
Transmission protocol 
Packet size 
Transmission bit rate 
Link delay 
Request interval for parity stream 
The number of less-popular contents 
The probability that content is cached 
in a surrogate 
The number of recovery target streams 
FEC redundancy (n, k) 
Threshold of packet loss rate 
for parity stream request Thplr 

TABLE III 

value 
UDP 
1500 [Bytes] 
2.4 [Mbps] 
100 [ms] 
1.0 [s] 
100 

0.2 

60 
(165, 150) 

0.05 

DEFAULT VALUE OF PARAMETERS IN THE EVALUATIONS. 
name 
Threshold of path disjointness 
for surrogate ranking Thdisjoint 
Threshold of RTT for surrogate ranking ThRTT 
Packet loss rate in Bad state I 
Average duration in Good state tG---7B 
Average duration in Bad state tB-+G 

value 

0.5 

300 [ms] 
0.2 
500 [s] 
10 [s] 

signed the additional FEC packets per block in the com
pared system, so that the redundancy is basically set to 
as the similar quantity as the proposed method. Specifi
cally, the number of additional FEC packets is calculated 
by iRedpropjoriginal packets per block (k)l, where Redprop 
represents whole parity packets generated by the Proposed 
system. Note that the Inter-Stream FEC system in [9] assumes 
that surrogates have data of all contents. Since the assumption 
is unsuitable in the target environment, we exclude the system 
in this paper. 

Figure 10 shows the final reception ratio, which means the 
reception ratio after recovery process of Inter-/intra-stream 
FEC, in USA topology. The final reception ratio is represented 
by the ratio of received or recovered packets to whole original 
packets. The "No recovery" in Fig. 10 shows the reception 
ratio in the case that no recovery method is applied. In Fig. 10, 
final reception ratios of all methods are degraded with the 
increase of packet loss rate in Bad state l. However, the 
proposed system greatly improves its final reception ratio 
compared with the others even when packet loss rate l is high. 
This is because the proposed system can recover bursty lost 
packets of one stream using other correctly received streams. 
On the other hand, the final reception ratio of the compared 
system drastically decreases when the packet loss rate l is 
over 0.12, where lost packets exceed the recovery capability 
of intra-stream FEe. This means that recovery capability of 
intra-stream FEC becomes increasingly insufficient with the 
increase of packet loss rate l, when the assigned redundancy 
is similar level with the proposed system. Figure 11 shows the 
final reception ratio in Japan topology. In Japan topology, final 
reception ratio of each method shows similar characteristic as 
that in USA topology. From these results, we can conclude the 
proposed system can perform high recovery capability even in 
small and sparse topology. 

Figure 12 shows the redundancy of each system in USA 
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Fig, 1 L Reception ratio after recovery process in Japan topology, 

topology, The redundancy is represented by the ratio of parity 
packets generated by Inter-Stream FEC (or sum of additional 
FEC packets in the compared system) to whole original 
packets. Note that the parity data of the compared system 
is set to be fixed and slightly larger value than that of the 
proposed system. Therefore, the redundancy of the compared 
system is always larger than that of the proposed system, and 
it shows step-wise behavior. Obviously, the redundancy of the 
proposed system increases with the increase of packet loss 
rate in Bad state l. However, the redundancy is significantly 
small, because the proposed system appropriately adjusts the 
amount of parity streams according to the network condition. 
On the other hand, the compared system cannot sufficiently 
recover lost packets with the similar redundancy, especially, 
when packet loss rate is high. From Fig. 13, redundancy 
characteristics in Japan topology is also similar as that in 
USA topology. Note that, in Japan topology, network-wide 
probability that bursty packet loss occurs is less than USA 
topology, because bursty packet loss independently occurs 
per link in the simulations. Therefore, the proposed system 
generates fewer number of parity streams in Japan topology, 
which has less links than USA topology. These results show 
that the proposed system can achieve high recovery capability 
with little redundancy, especially, when bursty packet loss 
occurs such that the compared system cannot recover them. 

We also evaluate about the impact of two thresholds; 
Thdisjoint and ThRTT, in both topologies. In these evalu
ations, packet loss rate in Bad state l is set to 0.2. 

Tables IV and V show the results under various thresholds 
about path disjointness in USA and Japan topology, respec
tively. Threshold ThRTT is set to 600 ms. Each column 
represents average values of final reception ratio, redundancy, 
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Fig, 12, Redundancy of each recovery method in USA topology, 
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Fig, 13, Redundancy of each recovery method in Japan topology, 

path disjointness of selected XOR servers D(
(k)

), RTT of 
',J 

selected XOR servers RTT(j, k) and Packet loss rate of parity 
streams, respectively. Table IV shows that path disjointness of 
XOR servers increases as Thdisjoint increases, except when 
Thdisjoint is 1.0. When Thdisjoint is 1.0, the EEN selects 
XOR servers which can send the minimum number of parity 
streams without considering path disjointness. Hence, path 
disjointness becomes larger and redundancy becomes fewer 
in this case. In the other cases, surrogates with higher path 
disjointness than Thdisjoint are preferentially selected as XOR 
servers. As a result, path disjointness of XOR servers increases 
with the increase of Thdisjoint . From this table, we also 
see that the EEN can improve packet loss rate of parity 
streams by proper selection of Thdisjoint. On the other hand, 
Table V shows that the performance of the proposed system 
keeps at the same level regardless of Thdisjoint in Japan 
topology, This is because that the EEN is forced to select 
XOR servers with smaller path disjointness by the limitation of 
available surrogates and transmission paths of Japan topology, 
even when Thdisjoint is set to large value. Moreover, when 
compared with Table IV, Table V shows that parity streams 
tend to suffer from packet loss more frequently in Japan 
topology due to its smaller path disjointness. 

Tables VI and VII show the results under various thresholds 
about RTT in USA and Japan topology, respectively. Threshold 
Thdisjoint is set to 0.5. Table VI shows that the EEN can 
select nearer surrogates as XOR servers using proper threshold 
ThRTT in USA topology. In the simulation, the performance 
of the proposed system becomes highest when ThRTT is 600 
ms. On the other hand, Table VII shows that the performance 
of the proposed system also keeps at the same level regardless 
of ThRTT, similarly as the case of Table V. This is caused 
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TABLE [V 
IMPACT OF THRESHOLD OF PATH DISJOINTNESS IN USA TOPOLOGY. 

final plr of 
Thdisjoint reception redundancy path RTT parity 

ratio disjointness (ms) streams 
0.0 0.997088 0.0395 0.769 484 0.0187 
0.2 0.997085 0.0395 0.769 483 0.0191 
0.4 0.997121 0.0401 0.786 485 0.0174 
0.6 0.997114 0.0404 0.803 487 0.0173 
0.8 0.997119 0.0413 0.812 489 0.0185 
1.0 0.996961 0.0393 0.726 480 0.0244 

TABLE V 
IMPACT OF THRESHOLD OF PATH DISJOINTNESS IN JAPAN TOPOLOGY. 

final plr of 
Thdisjoint reception redundancy path RTT parity 

ratio disjointness (ms) streams 
0.0 0.996545 0.0292 0.579 496 0.0436 
0.2 0.996545 0.0292 0.579 496 0.0436 
0.4 0.996536 0.0289 0.578 497 0.0441 
0.6 0.996538 0.0290 0.581 498 0.0444 
0.8 0.996566 0.0295 0.587 499 0.0436 
1.0 0.996534 0.0286 0.551 497 0.0471 

by the same reason as the evaluation about Thdisjoint . 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, in order to establish seamless and highly ro
bust contents distribution technology, we proposed a hierarchi
cal CDN system with practical Inter-Stream FEC function. The 
proposed system combines parity stream request method with 
XOR server selection considering two metrics: disjointness 
between path to the EEN from one surrogate and that from the 
XOR servers, and Round Trip Times (RTTs) between XOR 
servers and the EEN. Considering these metrics improved 
recovery capability of Inter-Stream FEe. In addition, our 
proposed method properly organizes XOR groups according to 
the cache status of surrogates, in order to reduce overall traffic. 
Therefore, the proposed system can provide high recovery 
capability and redundancy efficiency even in the environment 
that optimal parity streams cannot be constructed. We demon
strated that the proposed system can achieve higher restoration 
performance compared with traditional FEC method through 
computer simulation. As future works, the effectiveness of the 
proposed method to video quality will be evaluated by some 
indexes such as Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). Since the 
proposed method has certain level of dependency on cache 
status of surrogates, the proposed method should cooperate 
with the contents cache method which is suitable for Inter
Stream FEe. 
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